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a b s t r a c t 

Many contemporary applications, ranging from flexibly automated production systems, to automated ma- 

terial handling and intelligent transportation systems, to internet-based workflow management systems, 

and more recently, to the massively parallelized software systems that emerge in the context of the novel 

multi-core computing architectures, can be perceived as a set of finite resources that support a number 

of concurrently running processes. These processes execute in a staged manner and, at each stage, they 

vie for the allocation of various subsets of the system resources. To effectively support and manage the 

extensive levels of concurrency and operational flexibility that are contemplated for these environments, 

and the ensuing complexity, there is a substantial need for formal models and tools that will enable the 

modeling, analysis and eventually the control of the aforementioned resource allocation function so that 

the resulting dynamics are, both, behaviorally correct and operationally efficient. This article overviews 

a research program that seeks to address the aforementioned need by using the unifying abstraction of 

the resource allocation system (RAS) and supporting modeling frameworks, like automata, Petri nets, and 

Markov reward and decision processes, borrowed from the area of Discrete Event Systems (DES) theory. 

The presented results take advantage of the special structure that exists in the considered RAS classes, 

and they are characterized by their analytical rigor and computational tractability. The article also high- 

lights the further challenges that must be addressed for the successful completion and promotion of the 

pursued framework. 

© 2016 International Federation of Automatic Control. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

.1. The ever-increasing need for concurrency and flexibility in many 

ontemporary operations and the corresponding resource allocation 

unction 

The efficient and expedient allocation of a finite set of resources

o a number of contesting processes is a ubiquitous problem,

rising in various operational settings of our contemporary tech-

ological civilization. Indeed, cost-effectiveness and responsiveness

re predominant concepts in modern corporate strategy and typ-

cal requirements for many everyday functions ( Curry & Feldman,

011; Heizer & Render, 2010 ). In the context of the resource alloca-

ion functions considered in this paper, cost-effectiveness is based
� This article is based on a keynote presentation that was given by the author at 
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n the ability to “make the most” – i.e., maintain a high utilization

of the engaged resources. On the other hand, the posed require-

ent for high responsiveness traditionally has implied the ability

o fill an arising demand or to support an emerging service need

n a timely manner. But in the context of many contemporary op-

rations, responsiveness also implies the ability to diversify these

perations on the basis of various attributes of their target groups,

nd evolve them according to externally determined conditions

nd trends. As a more concrete example of this quest for extensive

iversification, one can consider the mass-customization practices

hat have been adopted by various industries, like the automotive

nd computer manufacturers. The effective support of all the

forestated requirements necessitates the further deployment, at

he operational level, of high levels of concurrency and flexibility;

.e., a need to support, through the same set of resources, the

imultaneous execution of a broad set of diversified workflows,

hile each of these workflows takes place at a low or moderate

ate, and evolves continually into new operational patterns. 

In more concrete terms, the general trends described in the

bove paragraph have been pretty conspicuous in the manufactur-

ng domain, where they have given rise to the proverbial concept
d. All rights reserved. 
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1 We also want to render clear at this point that we do not claim an exhaus- 

tive cataloging of every single work pertaining to the aforementioned problem of 

controlling the considered resource allocation functions for logical correctness and 

operational efficiency. Apart from the intractability of this task given the volume 

of the existing literature, especially w.r.t. the logical control problem of deadlock 

avoidance, we also believe that such an approach would not be very constructive 

for the reader. Hence, our choice has been to focus on a body of results that pro- 

vide a coherent and principled approach to the considered problem, and define a 

rigorous analytical base for the necessary modeling, analysis and control synthe- 

sis functions w.r.t. this problem. Furthermore, our selection has tried to cover all 

the key insights and the primary methodologies that are currently available for the 

considered problems, but at the same time it is confined by the typical space and 

other limitations that characterize such a survey paper. 
of the “flexible manufacturing system” (FMS) ( Groover, 1996; To-

lio, 2009 ). The prototypical FMS consists of a set of numerically

controlled workstations interconnected by an automated material

handling system, and with the workflow taking place in the entire

facility being integrated and coordinated by a computerized con-

troller ( Groover, 1996 ). 

More recently, the aforementioned trend for a flexible automa-

tion/mechanization of the workflows taking place in the con-

temporary production systems has been extended to the service

sector through the concept of the “workflow management system”

( Lawrence, 1997 ). This is a computerized tool that supports the

definition, the enactment and the coordination of the execution

of business workflows, by monitoring their progress and assigning

the necessary resources to them; the resources involved can range

from data files, to supporting processing software, to printing

and communication means, and even the humans that might be

necessary for the support and the authorization of certain steps.

It is currently believed that various routine transactions in the

banking sector, in the supply chain management and logistics

services, in insurance claim processing, and even in the broader

health-care sector, can be rendered more responsive and efficient

through their mechanization by the successful deployment of a

workflow management system. 

In the transportation sector, the aforementioned resource al-

location paradigm manifests itself in any set-up where a set of

concurrently traveling vehicles have to negotiate the necessary

traveling space in the context of some “zoning scheme” that

ensures collision-free and safe operation. Trains being successively

allocated a sequence of segments of the underlying railway net-

work is a typical example of such a “zone”-based operation ( Giua,

Fanti, & Seatzu, 2006 ). Also, in the industrial sector, similar zoning

schemes have been implemented in the operation of unit-load

automated guided vehicle (AGV) and monorail-based material-

handling systems ( Reveliotis, 20 0 0; Roszkowska & Reveliotis,

2008 ), and in the operation of the hoist and the crane systems

that support the material-handling operations at many ports and

freight terminals ( Tompkins, White, Bozer, & Tanchoco, 2010 ). 

Finally, another domain where the aforementioned resource al-

location functions (and problems) are very prominent, is in the

software and the computational platforms that control the afore-

mentioned operations as well as any other operation that is sup-

ported by our modern technologies. Indeed, since its early days,

our modern computing technology has employed extensive lev-

els of (actual or virtual) concurrency, where a number of software

threads run in parallel, each of them tasked with a particular role

and function. These threads need to share the limited resources

of the underlying computer platform (CPUs, registers, I/O devices,

files, etc.) in a way that provides exclusive access to the requested

resources; the corresponding coordination is attained through the

use of a set of tokens, that are known as “mutually exclusive (mu-

tex) locks” or “semaphores”, and constitute a “pass” for accessing

the corresponding resource ( Holt, 1972; Wang et al., 2010 ). 

1.2. The additional quest for extensive automation and autonomy 

and its implications 

The above discussion regarding the increased levels of

efficiency/cost-effectiveness, responsiveness, concurrency and flex-

ibility that are requested for many contemporary operations, and

the accompanying examples, also render pretty clear that these

requirements lead to operations that are characterized by a high

level of operational complexity. And this complexity translates to

some challenging scheduling problems for the underlying resource

allocation functions. 

In many cases, including all of the aforementioned examples,

things are further complicated by the extensive levels of automa-
ion and autonomy that is requested by the considered operations.

he need for automation can arise from technological and/or

easibility considerations (as in the case of the multithreaded

oftware mentioned above, and in the operations taking place in

he modern semiconductor fabs that must be isolated from the

olluting effect of the human element), or from considerations

oncerning the operational and financial efficiency of the under-

ying operation (as in the aforementioned workflow management

ystems and the driverless transportation systems). In either case,

he removal of the human element from the underlying processes

mplies that the deployed controllers, and especially the resource

llocation functions involved, must not only be efficient, but also

orrect and robust to logical problems and errors that, in more

raditional settings, have been addressed by human intervention

nd improvisation. 

A typical such logical problem in the context of the considered

esource allocation functions is the formation of (partial) deadlock,

.e., situations where a set of the concurrently executing processes

re entangled in a circular waiting pattern, each of them waiting

or some of the other processes to release resources that are

ecessary for its advancement. Clearly, the formation of any of

he aforementioned deadlocks is a pernicious situation that stalls

he further advancement of the processes involved and drives to

ero the utilization of all the resources that have been allocated

o these processes. At the same time, it should be obvious that

eadlock is a natural consequence of the concurrency and the

exibility, and, finally, the arbitrary structure of the corresponding

esource allocation function that is implied by the first two re-

uirements; therefore, it constitutes a ubiquitous problem for the

perational environments discussed in the previous paragraphs. 

The bottom line of all the above discussion is that, in the

ontext of the considered automated operations, the underlying

esource allocation functions must be controlled for operational

fficiency, cost effectiveness and responsiveness, and also for cor-

ectness and robustness to certain problems of a more qualitative

r “logical” nature, like the formation of partial deadlock. In the

est of this article we present the results of a research program

hat has sought to provide a systematic and rigorous solution to

his challenging resource allocation problem by employing and

xtending results from modern control theory. 1 

. Resource Allocation Systems and the proposed control 

ramework 

The presented research program has sought to address the con-

rol problem that was outlined in the introductory section, in a

ystematic and rigorous manner, by (i) abstracting the considered

perations through the notion of a (sequential) Resource Allocation

ystem (RAS) ( Reveliotis, 2005 ), and (ii) employing and extending

esults coming from the controls area of Discrete Event Systems

DES) ( Cassandras & Lafortune, 2008 ). In this section, first we in-

roduce the formal notion of the sequential RAS, and subsequently

e outline the DES-based control framework that has been pro-

osed for these RAS. We also present a RAS taxonomy that has
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Fig. 1. An event-driven control scheme for the real-time management of the con- 

sidered RAS ( Reveliotis, 2005 ). 
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een instrumental in the investigation of the relevant control prob-

ems. These problems and the currently available results for them,

s well as the remaining open challenges, will be addressed in sub-

equent sections. 

.1. Sequential Resource Allocation Systems 

A sequential RAS is formally defined in Reveliotis (2005) by a

uintuple � = 〈 R , C, P, A , D〉 , where: (i) R = { R 1 , . . . , R m 

} is the

et of the system resource types . (ii) C : R → Z 

+ – the set of

trictly positive integers – is the system capacity function, speci-

ying the number of identical units from each resource type avail-

ble in the system. Resources are assumed to be reusable , i.e., each

llocation cycle does not affect their functional status or subse-

uent availability, and therefore, C ( R i ) ≡ C i constitutes a system

nvariant for each i . (iii) P = { �1 , . . . , �n } denotes the set of the

ystem process types supported by the considered system configu-

ation. Each process type �j is a composite element itself, in par-

icular, � j = 〈 � j , G j 〉 , where: (a) � j = { � j1 , . . . , � j,l j 
} denotes the

et of processing stages involved in the definition of process type

j , and (b) G j is an additional data structure that encodes the se-

uential logic that integrates the set of the processing stages �j 

nto a set of potential process flows. (iv) A : � → 

∏ m 

i =1 { 0 , . . . , C i }
s the resource allocation function associating every processing stage

jk with the resource allocation vector A (� jk ) � = 0 required for its

xecution. (v) D is a function mapping each processing stage �jk in 

≡ ⋃ n 
j=1 � j to a distribution with positive support that character- 

zes the “processing time”of the corresponding processing stage. Fi-

ally, we also set ξ ≡ | �|, and for purposes of complexity consider-

tions, we define the size | �| of RAS � by | �| ≡ |R| + ξ + 

∑ m 

i =1 C i .

At any point in time, the system contains a certain number of

possibly zero) instances of each process type that execute one of

he corresponding processing stages; this distribution of the ac-

ive process instances across the various processing stages defines

 notion of “state” for the considered RAS. Obviously, this RAS state

ust respect the resource capacities; i.e., no resource type R i ∈ R
an be over-allocated w.r.t. its capacity C i at any point in time. Fur-

hermore, in order to model the “hold-while-waiting” effect that

s exhibited in the resource allocation dynamics of the consid-

red processes, the adopted resource allocation protocol stipulates

hat a process instance J j executing a non-terminal stage �jk and

eeking to advance to a next stage � jk ′ , must first be allocated

he resource differential (A (�ik ′ ) − A (�ik )) 
+ and only then will

t release the resource units | (A (� jk ′ ) − A (� jk )) 
−| , that are not

eeded anymore. 2 Then, in the resulting operational context, the

AS deadlock can be formally defined as a RAS state containing a

et of active process instances, DJ , such that every instance J j ∈ DJ ,

n order to advance to any of its next processing stages, requests

ome resources currently held by some other process instance J k ∈
J . 

.2. A real-time control framework for the considered RAS 

As remarked in the introductory section, an effective real-time

ontroller for the considered RAS must ensure the attainment of

ome set of performance objectives typically defined w.r.t. the

imed RAS behavior, while keeping the RAS away from problematic

ehavioral patterns like the aforementioned deadlock states. This

ast control requirement is frequently known as the RAS behav-

oral or logical control problem, because the corresponding prob-

ematic behavior can be effectively avoided by controlling only the
2 This assumption is not restrictive since resource releases that do not adhere to 

his protocol can be modeled by the insertion of additional processing stages in the 

nderlying process plan. 

s  

c  

l  

f  

r  
equencing of the relevant resource allocation events and not their

xact timing. Furthermore, it is generally accepted by the relevant

esearch community that, due to the stochasticity that is generally

resent in the timed dynamics of the considered RAS, any robust

olution to the RAS behavioral and performance control problems

hould rely on some feedback control scheme and not on the open-

oop execution of some precomputed plan. 

Such a feedback-based controller is presented in Fig. 1 . The

epicted control paradigm is an event-driven approach, where

he applied control function monitors the events taking place in

he underlying RAS and commands a certain action sequence in

esponse to these events. More specifically, the proposed controller

aintains a representation of the RAS state , which enables it to

onitor the system status and to identify the entire set of feasible

ctions that can be executed by the system at any given time.

ence, this information is instrumental for enabling the controller

o determine the scope of its possible responses to a certain event.

owever, the controller must eliminate ( “filter out”) all those

ctions that can result in problematic behavior. Such problematic

ehavior includes the formation of deadlock, but in the more

eneral case, this part of the depicted control scheme will address

dditional specifications that might be defined, for instance, by

uality concerns or some policy considerations, like those arising

rom a notion of “fairness” to the contesting processes. All the

forementioned concerns boil down to the systematic exclusion of

ertain resource allocation patterns from the RAS behavior, and, as

lready mentioned, the resulting problem is generally known as

he logical or behavioral control problem to be addressed by the

ontroller. The set of actions eventually accepted by the logical

ontroller defines the space of the “admissible” behavior for the

onsidered RAS. Then, the second stage of the proposed control

ogic must shape/bias this admissible behavior in a way that

ligns best with the system performance objectives ; this biasing

s effectively achieved through the selection of the particular

dmissible action to be commanded upon the system, at each

ecision stage. The corresponding problem is known as the RAS

erformance-oriented control or scheduling . 

The effective deployment of the RAS control scheme that is de-

cribed in the previous paragraph necessitates a pertinent formal

haracterization of the RAS state, and the reference of the RAS

ogical and performance-oriented control problems to appropriate

ormal modeling frameworks. These frameworks will enable a

igorous analysis of the corresponding RAS dynamics and the
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Table 1 

A RAS taxonomy ( Reveliotis, 2005 ) 

Based on the process Based on the 

sequential logic requirement vectors 

Linear: Each process is Single-unit: Each stage 

defined by a linear sequence requires a single unit 

of stages from a single resource 

Disjunctive: A number of Single-type: Each stage 

alternative process plans requires an arbitrary 

encoded by an acyclic number of units, but all 

digraph from a single resource 

Merge-split: Each process Conjunctive: Stages re- 

is a fork-join network quire different resources 

Complex: A combination at arbitrary levels 

of the above behaviors 
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effective synthesis of the necessary policies. The aforementioned

capabilities have been conveniently provided to the developing

RAS theory by the areas of qualitative and quantitative analysis of

Discrete Event Systems (DES) ( Cassandras & Lafortune, 2008 ). 

Generally speaking, DES theory is a field of modern control the-

ory investigating the behavior of dynamical systems that evolve

their state discontinuously over time, in response to the occurrence

of certain critical, instantaneous events. In this general setting,

qualitative DES theory uses formal linguistic frameworks ( Hopcroft

& Ullman, 1979 ) borrowed from theoretical computer science, aug-

mented with control-theoretic concepts and techniques, in order

to analyze and control the event sequences that are generated and

observed by the underlying DES dynamics ( Cassandras & Lafortune,

2008; Ramadge & Wonham, 1989 ). On the other hand, quantita-

tive DES theory analyzes and controls the timed DES dynamics,

using models and tools that are borrowed from (stochastic) OR

( Puterman, 1994; Ross, 1983 ) and simulation theory ( Asmussen &

Glynn, 2007; Cassandras & Lafortune, 2008 ). 

However, while the aforementioned DES-theoretic frameworks

are very powerful in their ability to provide a rigorous character-

ization of the RAS behavioral and scheduling problems and the

necessary theoretical base for the analysis of these problems, they

are not equally powerful when it comes to the synthesis of the

necessary controllers for any given RAS instance. This limitation is

due to the very high complexity of the general representations and

the corresponding algorithms that are employed by these frame-

works in the context of the considered RAS. But in the subsequent

parts of this article we shall demonstrate how the relevant re-

search community has leveraged the representational and analyti-

cal capabilities that are provided by DES theory in order to develop

customized practical solutions to the two aforementioned control

problems that arise in the RAS operational context. These solutions

result from the pertinent exploitation of the special structure that

exists in the considered problems, and the corresponding develop-

ments have substantially enriched and extended the capabilities of

the supporting DES theory itself. 

2.3. A RAS taxonomy 

A tool that has been very helpful in the management of the

complexity that is inherent in the considered RAS problems, and

especially the RAS behavioral control problem of deadlock avoid-

ance, is the RAS taxonomy that is depicted in Table 1 . This tax-

onomy was initially proposed in Reveliotis (2005) and it defines a

number of RAS classes on the basis of (i) the structure that is sup-

ported for the process sequential logic, and (ii) the structure of the

resource allocation requests that are posed by the various process-

ing stages. 

Furthermore, more recent developments in the area of RAS

deadlock avoidance have revealed the significance of some addi-
ional RAS attributes when it comes to the analytical characteri-

ation of the qualitative RAS dynamics and their control for dead-

ock avoidance. These new attributes include (iii) the absence of

esources with non-unit capacities, (iv) the presence of cycling in

he sequential logic of the RAS process types, and (v) the presence

f RAS dynamics of an uncontrollable nature; this last feature can

e further differentiated into (a) uncontrollability w.r.t. the exact

iming of a certain resource allocation and (b) uncontrollability of

he branching decisions of some underlying process that possesses

lternate routings. 

We shall use this taxonomy in the next sections, especially

hen we discuss the existing theory on the RAS deadlock avoid-

nce problem. 

.4. Some further remarks 

We close the discussion of this section by providing a few re-

arks that will enable the further positioning of the presented re-

earch program in the context of some broader control-theoretic

evelopments and perspectives, and of some other endeavors to

ddress the resource allocation problems that are considered in

his paper. 

First, it should be evident from the previous discussion and the

lock diagram that is depicted in Fig. 1 , that the proposed control

cheme relies heavily on (i) a pertinent characterization/encoding

f the RAS state, and (ii) the effective decomposition of the RAS

eal-time control problem to logical and performance-oriented

ontrol. Both of these elements are in line with the basic DES the-

ry ( Cassandras & Lafortune, 2008 ). Indeed, as already remarked,

he classical DES theory decomposes the overall DES control prob-

em to logical/behavioral and performance-oriented control, and

ach of these two sub-problems is addressed respectively by the

ualitative and the quantitative DES theory. In particular, the qual-

tative DES theory sets as its primary objective the enforcement of

he target behavior while maximizing the behavioral latitude of the

nderlying DES; this is a notion of optimal control that is known

s “maximal permissiveness” in the context of the relevant the-

ry. From the standpoint of the quantitative DES theory, the afore-

entioned maximal permissiveness enriches the policy space that

s available to the performance-oriented controller, and therefore,

t maintains a high performance potential for the underlying DES.

he latter must be materialized by a pertinent scheduling method-

logy. When viewed from this standpoint, the overall RAS control

roblem that is addressed in this paper, specializes the generic

ES control problem to the operational context of the sequential

AS that was introduced at the beginning of this section; and each

f the next two sections addresses respectively the corresponding

ub-problems of logical and performance-oriented control. 

Our second remark on the material that was provided in the

arlier parts of this section, pertains to the particular problem of

he effective resolution of the RAS deadlock. This is a problem

f considerable historical depth in the corresponding literature,

s it was initially investigated in the context of the resource

llocation taking place in the multi-tasking operating systems of

he mainframe computers that were used in the 1960’s and 70’s

 Coffman, Elphick, & Shoshani, 1971; Habermann, 1969; Havender,

968; Holt, 1972 ). In an effort to provide additional structure in its

ndeavors, the literature of that time had classified the approaches

o that problem in three categories, characterized as (i) “deadlock

revention”, (ii) “deadlock avoidance’ ’, and (iii) “deadlock detection

nd recovery”. Generally speaking, prevention methods comprise

hose methods that seek to ensure deadlock-free operation by

efining the underlying RAS structure in a way that would guar-

ntee the deadlock-freedom of the resultant operation. (ii) On the

ther hand, the term “deadlock avoidance” refers to those meth-

ds that try to predict any possible deadlock formation during
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he real-time operation of the system, and control the resource

llocation function in a way that steers the system away from

hese potential deadlock states. (iii) Finally, as the name suggests,

eadlock detection and recovery methods, allow the system to

nter any deadlock state, but they provide (a) a detection mech-

nism that recognizes such a development, and (b) a recovery

outine that brings the system back to a deadlock-free state by

orcefully redefining the processing status of some of the processes

hat are involved in the deadlock. However, in the context of the

ES-theoretic approaches that are currently used to address the

AS deadlock, the developed controller frequently takes the form

f an additional structure that is super-imposed on the original

ormal representation of the underlying RAS. 3 Hence, the distinc-

ion between the deadlock prevention and the deadlock avoidance

ethods is not very pertinent (and useful) anymore, and this is

he position that is adopted in the rest of this paper. More specif-

cally, in the sequel we shall adopt the term ”deadlock avoidance”

n order to refer to any method that seeks to prevent the deadlock

ormation during the real-time operation of the underlying RAS. 4 

On the other hand, detection and recovery is a method for

he RAS deadlock problem that is fundamentally different from

he methods that are pursued in this document. Clearly, such

n approach is much more reactive to the deadlock problem

han the previous two, and leaves the underlying RAS much

ore exposed to the disruptive effects of a deadlock. Hence, the

eadlock detection and recovery method is typically applicable in

ases where either (a) there is not adequate information about

he future evolution of the resource requirements of the various

AS processes to exercise effective deadlock prevention and/or

voidance, or (b) deadlock is a rather rare event and the corre-

ponding recovery process is not very costly in terms of resources

nd time. Such conditions are encountered in some computational

latforms involving multithreaded programming, and it is these

nvironments that have been the primary application context for

eadlock detection and recovery methods ( Kelly, Wang, Lafortune,

 Mahlke, 2009 ). Also, the work of Reveliotis (20 0 0) provides

 prototypical analytical investigation of the selection between

he deadlock avoidance and the deadlock detection and recovery

ethods based on the impact of these two methods on the

ime-based performance of the underlying RAS; the modeling

ramework used in that study is similar to some formal modeling

rameworks that are discussed in Section 4 . But overall, it is true

hat, for the reasons explained above, the deadlock detection and

ecovery method currently is outside the scope of the RAS control

ramework that was defined in the earlier parts of this section. 

. The RAS logical control problem 

.1. Formal modeling of the RAS behavior 

A straightforward way to represent formally the behavior of

 given RAS �, and the corresponding logical control problem

f deadlock avoidance and liveness-enforcing supervision, is by

eans of a finite state automaton (FSA), G ( �) ( Cassandras & Lafor-

une, 2008 ). The state s of this FSA is a vector of dimensionality

– i.e., the number of the distinct processing stages of the un-
3 c.f. Chapter 3 in Cassandras and Lafortune (2008) on the compositional methods 

hat are employed by the DES supervisory control theory, and also the discussion in 

he next section, especially the part on addressing the problem of the RAS deadlock 

n the Petri net modeling framework. 
4 Besides the term ”deadlock avoidance”, another term that is also used exten- 

ively for characterizing the prevention of deadlock formation during the real-time 

peration of any given RAS, is that of “liveness-enforcing supervision”; this term is 

otivated by the Petri net-based modeling of the corresponding problem (c.f. the 

orresponding part in Section 3 ). Both terms will be used interchangeably in the 

est of this document. 
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erlying RAS � – where each component indicates the number of

ctive process instances that execute the corresponding processing

tage. The state space S consists of all those vectors that define a

easible resource allocation w.r.t. the RAS resource allocation func-

ion A and the resource capacities C i . The events that evolve the

AS state comprise (i) the “loading” events that initiate new pro-

ess instances, setting them to their first processing stage, (ii) the

advancing” events, that advance an active process instance from

ts current processing stage to a successor processing stage, and

iii) the “unloading” events that terminate those process instances

hat have completed their last processing stage and remove them

rom the system. The initial state of this automaton corresponds to

he state 0 where the system is idle and empty of any jobs. State 0

s also the only marked state of G , a fact that expresses the desire

or complete process runs. 

In the context of the FSA G ( �), the feasible behavior of the un-

erlying RAS � is defined by the entire set of states, S r , that are

eachable from state 0 . On the other hand, the admissible behavior

s characterized by the set of states S s that are co-reachable to state

 ; in the relevant terminology, these states are also characterized

s “safe”, while their complement w.r.t. the state set S is the set

f the “unsafe” states S u . The state set S u contains the set of the

deadlock” states, S d , i.e., states that exhibit a (partial) deadlock,

ccording to the definition of this concept in the previous section.

ut S u can also contain states that do not exhibit such a partial

eadlock but lead unavoidably to a deadlock state; this last set of

tates are characterized as “deadlock-free unsafe” states. 

.2. Optimal RAS deadlock avoidance and its complexity 

Given the above classification of the RAS state space S , the

ought supervisor should restrict the RAS behavior in the subspace

 r ∩ S s ≡ S rs , i.e., the set of reachable and safe states. This restric-

ion ensures the ability of every activated process instance to ter-

inate, and at the same time, it is the minimal required restriction

f the uncontrolled RAS behavior for establishing deadlock-free op-

ration. Hence, in view of the first of the two remarks that are

rovided in Section 2.4 , the corresponding supervisor is character-

zed as the “maximally permissive deadlock avoidance policy (DAP)”.

lso, the computation and deployment of the maximally permis-

ive DAP for any given RAS defines an “optimal control” problem

n the context of the logical control of the considered RAS. 

A natural implementation of the maximally permissive DAP

ould be through an one-step-lookahead scheme that would per-

it a transition in automaton G on the basis of the “safety” (i.e.,

he co-reachability) of the resulting state. But it has been shown

hat assessing the safety of any given RAS state is an NP-complete

roblem even for the simplest class of the Linear-Single-Unit-RAS

 Reveliotis & Roszkowska, 2010 ). Hence, the deployment of the

aximally permissive DAP is an NP-Hard proposition. In the rest

f this section we discuss how the relevant research community

as coped with this negative result, developing a rich methodol-

gy that has enabled the implementation of the optimal or near-

ptimal DAPs for RAS instances of very large size and behavioral

omplexity. 

.3. Suboptimal Polynomial-Kernel DAPs 

As has been the case with many other optimization problems

hat exhibit super-polynomial complexity, the first reaction of the

esearch community on the deadlock avoidance problem was to

dentify surrogate conditions to safety that are testable with a

olynomial complexity w.r.t. the underlying RAS size, | �|, and lead

o a significant coverage of the target state space S rs . Such policies

re known as “Polynomial Kernel” (PK-) DAPs in the relevant liter-

ture ( Reveliotis, 2005 ). 
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A characteristic example of such a policy is Dijkstra’s Banker’s

algorithm ( Dijkstra, 1965 ), that restricts the RAS behavior to a sub-

space of S rs for which the existence of paths to the target state

0 is polynomially verifiable. A RAS state s that avails of a polyno-

mially detectable path to the empty state 0 is characterized as an

“ordered” state in the relevant literature ( Lawley, Reveliotis, & Fer-

reira, 1998 ), and the polynomial detectability of the corresponding

paths is due to their decomposition to event subsequences that ad-

vance and terminate each of the active process instances in s one

at a time. More specifically, by removing one of the active process

instances from the running state, the execution of each of these

subsequences leads to an increase of the pool of free resources.

Hence, in the search procedure that looks for such feasible se-

quences starting from the considered state s , there is no need for

backtracking, and therefore, the corresponding computational cost

is polynomial w.r.t. the underlying RAS size. 

Some other classes of PK-DAPs for the considered RAS take the

form of a polynomial set of linear inequalities on the RAS state

s . These PK-DAPs are characterized as “algebraic”, and some spe-

cific examples of such policies are the Resource Upstream Neigh-

borhood (RUN) Policy ( Lawley, Reveliotis, & Ferreira, 1997a, 1997b )

and the Resource Ordering (RO) policy ( Lawley, Reveliotis, & Fer-

reira, 1998 ); these policies were originally developed for Linear-

Single-Unit RAS, but the RUN policy has also been extended to

the case of Disjunctive-Conjunctive RAS, as well ( Park & Revelio-

tis, 2001 ). An important challenge in the design of a PK-DAP is to

ensure that it is induced-deadlock-free; i.e., for every RAS state s

that is admitted by the considered policy there is a complete path

of policy-admissible states that leads back to the empty state 0 .

PK-DAPs that are induced-deadlock-free are characterized as “cor-

rect” in the relevant literature. As we will discuss in more detail in

the sequel, one of the major achievements of the current RAS su-

pervisory control theory is the development of a methodology that

can assess automatically the ability of any given set of inequalities

to define a correct DAP for a given RAS � ( Reveliotis, 2005 ). 

Finally, it should also be pointed out that the disjunction of a

set of PK-DAPs for a given RAS � – i.e., the policy that admits a

state s of � if it is admitted by any of the constituent policies – is

another correct DAP with admissible state space equal to the union

of the state spaces that are admitted by the constituent policies.

Hence, such a DAP disjunction can be perceived as an attempt to

reconstruct (an approximation of) the notion of RAS state safety by

“patching” together a set of surrogate concepts, each contributing

a particular facet of the target concept. 

3.4. Special RAS structure admitting optimal deadlock avoidance of 

polynomial complexity 

A second typical reaction to an NP-Hardness result, is the ef-

fort to identify “special structures” of practical interest – i.e., cer-

tain subclasses of the considered problem – that admit solutions of

polynomial complexity. In the case of the deployment of the max-

imally permissive DAP for the considered RAS classes, such special

structure has been identified effectively by two lines of analysis. 

The first line has sought to identify RAS structure that renders

the search for a path to the marked state 0 a task of polynomial

complexity w.r.t. the underlying RAS size | �| ( Araki, Sugiyama, &

Kasami, 1977; Gold, 1978 ). Generally speaking, this RAS structure

guarantees that each safe state s will possess a process-completion

sequence consisting of easily identifiable process advancement

subsequences that lead to a monotonic increase of the pool of free

resources; therefore, the search for these process-completion se-

quences can be effected by a “greedy” algorithm ( Glasserman &

Yao, 1994 ) (i.e., a search algorithm without the need for backtrack-

ing, as in the case of the ordered RAS states discussed in the pre-

vious paragraphs). 
The second line of analysis that has enabled the identifica-

ion of RAS special structure admitting polynomially deployable

aximally permissive DAP, is based on the realization that, while

he assessment of RAS state safety is NP-complete, the detection

f a deadlock in a RAS state is a task of polynomial complexity

n many RAS classes of the taxonomy of Table 1 , including the

road class of Disjunctive-Conjunctive RAS ( Reveliotis, 2005 ). This

ealization subsequently implies that in any RAS classes with no

eadlock-free unsafe states (i.e., RAS where S u = S d ), unsafety is

olynomially recognizable by substituting, in the aforementioned

ne-step-lookahead scheme that implements the maximally per-

issive DAP, the original tests for (un-)safety with the polynomial

est for deadlock. The current literature characterizes a number of

AS subclasses with no deadlock-free unsafe states ( Fanti, Maione,

ascolo, & Turchiano, 1997; Fanti, Maione, & Turchiano, 1998;

awley & Reveliotis, 2001; Reveliotis, Lawley, & Ferreira, 1997 ).

urthermore, these subclasses are of substantial practical interest,

s they have enabled, for instance, maximally permissive buffer

pace allocation in flexibly automated cells and semiconductor

anufacturing re-entrant lines ( Lawley & Reveliotis, 2001 ), and

he synthesis of a distributed control scheme for the safe and live

raffic management of free-ranging mobile agents ( Roszkowska &

eveliotis, 2013 ). On the other hand, it is also true that currently

ll of the aforementioned RAS classes are sub-classes of the

isjunctive-Single-Unit-RAS (i.e., they do not allow for conjunctive

esource allocation at their processing stages) ( Reveliotis, 2005 ). 

.5. The optimal DAP as a classifier of the RAS state space: the 

arametric approach 

Substantial advances in the deployment of the maximally per-

issive DAP for the considered RAS have been obtained more re-

ently through the realization that the NP-Hardness of this policy

s essentially a “worst-case” result, while practical, efficient imple-

entations of the policy can still be obtained by (i) isolating the

ardest part of its computation to an off-line phase, and (ii) em-

loying a pertinent, parsimonious representation of the final result

f that first computational step, that will enable the on-line / real-

ime instantiation of the policy with a manageable computational

ost. 

In a basic implementation of the above idea, the off-line phase

an be supported by the enumerative, set-theoretic techniques

hat are employed by the DES Supervisory Control (SC) theory

 Cassandras & Lafortune, 2008; Ramadge & Wonham, 1989 ). On the

ther hand, the development of a parsimonious representation of

he obtained maximally permissive supervisor is based on the re-

lization that such a supervisor essentially dissects the vector set S

or S r ) into two subsets containing, respectively, the admissible and

he inadmissible states. Hence, at the end, the maximally permis-

ive DAP acts as a “classifier” of the elements of this set. But then,

he sought parsimonious representations of the maximally permis-

ive DAP can be provided by more general results of classification

heory ( Nilsson, 1990 ) adapted to the considered problem context

 Reveliotis & Nazeem, 2014 ). 

More specifically, it can be shown that the finite vector set

ontaining the RAS states can be dichotomized to its safe and

nsafe subsets by a two-layered classifier where the first layer

onsists of a number of systems of linear inequalities, and the

econd layer consists of a Boolean function that tests the satisfac-

ion of at least one of the linear-inequality systems at the lower

evel; these classifiers have been characterized as “disjunctive” in

he relevant literature ( Nazeem & Reveliotis, 2012 ). In fact, in the

onsidered problem context of the maximally permissive DAP, the

forementioned inequalities present additional structure that re-

ults from the relative topology of the underlying safe and unsafe

ubspaces and enables the effective design of the sought classifier
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hile considering only the maximal safe and the minimal unsafe

tates under the partial ordering of these vectors that is based on

 componentwise comparison. Furthermore, there are additional

nteresting and practical cases where the sought classifier can be

xpressed as a single set of linear inequalities; such a classifier

as been characterized as “linear” in the relevant literature ( Chen

 Li, 2011; Nazeem, Reveliotis, Wang, & Lafortune, 2011 ). 

Finally, this line of research has also revealed a strong affinity

etween the considered classification problem and the optimal set

overing problem. In particular, the inequalities of the disjunctive

nd the linear classifiers that separate some subset of unsafe states

rom the set of safe states can be considered as a “cover” for the

orresponding set of unsafe states. This realization subsequently

as enabled the development of customized algorithms for the

onstruction of a structurally minimal classifier from the consid-

red classes of disjunctive and linear classifiers ( Cordone, Nazeem,

iroddi, & Reveliotis, 2013; Reveliotis & Nazeem, 2013 ), and the

daptation of efficient heuristics for the set covering problem that

an be applied in the case that the aforementioned algorithms turn

ut to be computationally too costly ( Nazeem et al., 2011 ). 

.6. The optimal DAP as a classifier of the RAS state space: the 

on-parametric approach 

A complementary line of research to the research line that was

iscussed in the previous paragraph has sought to express the tar-

et DAP in a “non-parametric” manner, by simply identifying and

toring the set of unsafe states that are on the “boundary” between

he safe and the unsafe subspaces; i.e., those unsafe states that can

e reached from the safe subspace in one transition. In this case,

he aforementioned monotonicity of the RAS state safety, and the

elative topology of the safe and unsafe subspaces that it implies,

ender the target set of the boundary unsafe states a “right-closed”

et. Therefore, this set can be represented compactly by storing

nly its minimal elements ( Nazeem & Reveliotis, 2011 ). 

The relevant literature also avails of very efficient algorithms

hat can detect the minimal boundary unsafe states through only a

artial exploration of the underlying state space. This exploration

tarts from a pertinent reconstruction of the minimal deadlocks

nd backtraces “intelligently” from them in search for the other

inimal unsafe but deadlock-free RAS states ( Nazeem & Revelio-

is, 2014 ). Some of these exploration algorithms are also employing

he power of the symbolic computation that has been developed in

he recent years for the efficient representation and processing of

oolean functions with a very large number of variables, as well as

he representation and processing of more general very large finite

ets stored under a binary representation ( Fei, Reveliotis, Miremadi,

 Akesson, 2015 ). As a result, currently we are in a position to de-

elop very compact representations of the maximally permissive

AP for RAS with very large sizes | �|, and with billions of states

n the corresponding state spaces. 

Finally, by focusing on the efficient identification and storage of

nly the minimal boundary unsafe states, the above results have

lso enabled the effective im plementation of the maximally per-

issive DAP even for RAS with infinite state spaces. In particular,

he recent work of Nazeem and Reveliotis (2015) has extended the

echniques that were described in the previous paragraphs in order

o compute the maximally permissive DAP for the RAS class that

orresponds to multi-threaded software with reader/writer (R/W-

 locks; since these resources can be accessed in their reading

ode by an arbitrary number of processes, the underlying state

pace can grow infinitely large. The effective deployment of the

aximally permissive supervisor for a DES structure exhibiting a

ehavior that evolves over an infinite state space is an important

esult that transcends the synthesis capabilities of the standard su-
ervisory control theory ( Cassandras & Lafortune, 2008; Ramadge

 Wonham, 1989 ). 

.7. Petri net-based approaches to the study of RAS deadlock and 

eadlock avoidance 

We close our discussion of the RAS logical control problem by

verviewing another line of research that has been very active

nd very prominent in the relevant literature, and with substantial

heoretical and practical contributions in our effort s to cope with

his problem. This research line is employing the formal modeling

ramework of Petri nets (PNs) ( Cassandras & Lafortune, 2008;

urata, 1989 ) for representing the qualitative RAS dynamics. Com-

ared to the FSA modeling framework, that enumerates explicitly

he underlying state space S , PNs enjoy a much more compact

epresentation of the RAS dynamics, and even more importantly,

hey express explicitly the linkage of those dynamics to the

nderlying system structure. Hence, this modeling framework is

articularly amenable for pursuing a “structural analysis” of the

onsidered problem, i.e., a line of analysis that links particular

ehavioral properties of the system to structural formations and

roperties. 

In the context of the RAS deadlock avoidance, a highly cele-

rated structural result concerns the association of the RAS partial

eadlock, and the lack of liveness and reversibility for the corre-

ponding PN model, to the structural objects of “empty”, or, more

enerally, “deadly marked siphons” ( Ezpeleta, Colom, & Martinez,

995; Jeng, Xie, & Peng, 20 02; Park & Reveliotis, 20 01; Reveliotis,

0 03; 20 05; Tricas, Garcia-Valles, Colom, & Ezpeleta, 2005 ). More

pecifically, these results attribute the non-liveness of the RAS-

odeling PN to the formation of such badly marked siphons in the

et markings or, in certain cases, in the projection of these mark-

ngs to appropriately selected subspaces. A powerful feature of this

heory is that it has managed to express the aforementioned con-

ition for (non-)liveness in the form of some mixed Integer pro-

ramming (MIP) formulations that are obtained from, and are poly-

omially related in terms of their variables and constraints to, the

tructure of the underlying RAS ( Chu & Xie, 1997; Park & Reve-

iotis, 20 0 0; 20 01; Reveliotis, 20 05 ). The derived tests will either

onclude the absence of deadlock in the dynamics of the assessed

AS, or they will return a partial deadlock in the form of the cor-

esponding deadly marked siphon. 

Furthermore, in the case of DAPs that can be expressed as addi-

ional places superimposed on the structure of the RAS-modeling

N, which are known as “monitor” or “control” places ( Giua, DiCe-

are, & Silva, 1992; Moody & Antsaklis, 1998 ), the aforementioned

ests can also assess the ability of these policies to establish cor-

ect deadlock avoidance for the considered RAS, and therefore,

hey can support a “DAP synthesis” process. Of particular inter-

st are such synthesis processes where the maximally permissive

AP is obtained iteratively through the detection and control of

artial deadlocks existing in the original RAS behavior, or maybe

rought about by the policy logic that is incrementally defined

hrough these iterations; this second type of partial deadlocks are

he (policy-)induced deadlocks that were discussed in earlier parts

f this article. The literature avails of specific results where such

n incremental synthesis will converge to the maximally permis-

ive DAP ( Liao, Lafortune, Reveliotis, Y., & Mahlke, 2013; Liao et al.,

013 ). Obviously, a necessary condition for such a convergence is

he ability to represent the maximally permissive DAP by a set

f “monitor” places, a requirement that further translates to the

ossibility of representing the dichotomy of the state set S that

s effected by the maximally permissive DAP as a linear classifier

 Giua et al., 1992; Moody & Antsaklis, 1998 ). For the correspond-

ng RAS classes, the target policy can be obtained while avoiding
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6 More generally, the MDP modeling framework, and its companion computa- 

tional framework of dynamic programming (DP), are the primary formal frame- 

works for addressing sequential decision-making problems like the RAS scheduling 

problems that are considered in this paper. And the state space explosion that is ob- 

served in the considered application context is a typical problem that is frequently 

encountered in the application of these frameworks, and has come to be known as 

the “curse of dimensionality” ( Bellman, 1957 ). Also, in principle, these frameworks 

can further address non-stationary versions of the considered scheduling problems, 

especially when embedded in ‘receding” or “rolling-horizon” frameworks that de- 

compose the overall scheduling problem into a sequence of sub-problems. These 

subproblems are defined on overlapping finite time-horizons with a length that is 

determined by (i) the time scale of the various operations in the underlying RAS, 

(ii) the availability of pertinent information about the more distant periods in the 

considered planning horizon(s), and (iii) the computational scalability of the result- 

ing formulations w.r.t. this length. Every time that a sub-problem is solved, typi- 

cally only a certain part of the derived schedule is executed, and then the prob- 

lem is reformulated and resolved with a revised set of data that reflect the emer- 

gent situation since the solution of the last sub-problem. This mechanism provides 

the necessary feedback for closing the control-loop. Also, frequently the principle of 

certainty equivalence ( Bertsekas, 1995 ) is adopted in the formulation of the afore- 

mentioned subproblems, which are eventually solved as deterministic combinatorial 

optimization problems ( Cook, Cunningham, Pulleyblank, & Schrijver, 1998 ), through 

generic or more customized approaches. Overall, the rolling-horizon methods that 

are described above tend to be more ad hoc and less structured than the stationary 

formulations that are discussed in the main part of this section, and their technical 
completely an explicit (even partial) enumeration of the underly-

ing RAS state space. 5 

Finally, we also mention, for completeness, that there have been

additional attempts that seek to design the maximally permissive

DAP for a given RAS through the standard DES SC theory, and

subsequently, rehash the obtained policy in a PN representation,

in order to exploit the compactness of this modeling framework

( Ghaffari, Rezg, & Xie, 2003 ); these approaches constitute an adap-

tation of the, so called, “theory of regions” ( Badouel & Darondeau,

1998 ) to the considered problem, but they tend to suffer from a

high representational complexity for the final result, and also they

lack completeness (since, as discussed above, the maximally per-

missive DAP must admit a linear representation in order to be ef-

fectively represented as a set of “monitor” places). 

4. The RAS performance control problem 

4.1. A basic characterization of the RAS scheduling problem 

As already mentioned in the previous sections, the RAS per-

formance control problem is essentially a scheduling problem that

must be formulated and solved on the admissible subspace that is

defined by the RAS logical control policy. From a theoretical stand-

point, these scheduling problems belong to the broader class of

problems that seek to schedule stochastic networks with blocking

( Perros, 1994 ), a particular area in the scheduling theory that has

not been extensively researched up to this point. 

To a large extent, the current lack of results for this class of

problems is due to the fact that blocking introduces strong “cou-

pling” effects among the underlying workstations, or more gen-

erally the involved resources, that render the characterization of

the optimal scheduling policy a very challenging undertaking. Fur-

thermore, the permanent blocking – i.e., the deadlocking – effects

that can arise in these environments, in addition to the transient

blocking, have been another important source of complexity and a

very practical roadblock to the endeavors of the more traditional

stochastics community w.r.t. this set of scheduling problems. 

On the other hand, the current availability of the results on

the RAS logical control problem that were described in the previ-

ous section provides a systematic methodology to deal with these

blocking and deadlocking effects, and opens the corresponding set

of scheduling problems to more active and systematic research. In

the rest of this section, we shall briefly outline some ongoing en-

deavors of ours w.r.t. this set of problems. But as already men-

tioned above, it can be safely argued that the research on the RAS

performance control has not reached the maturity and the richness

of the results that characterize its logical control counterpart. 

4.2. Formulating the RAS scheduling problem through MDP theory 

A typical framework for tackling the scheduling problems that

are discussed in the previous paragraph is that of the Markov Deci-

sion Processes (MDPs) ( Puterman, 1994 ). Under an approximation

of the “processing time” distributions of the various processing

stages by pertinently selected phase-type distributions ( Cassandras

& Lafortune, 2008 ), and assuming some additional stationarity in

the behavior of the involved process types, the MDP modeling

framework enables the structured modeling and analysis of all the

stochasticity that might characterize the operations of the consid-

ered RAS. 

Furthermore, the co-reachability of the admissible states w.r.t.

the initial state 0 that is established by the applied logical control
5 Essentially, the considered methods substitute the explicit search of the RAS 

state space for partial deadlocks with an implicit search that is effected by the afore- 

mentioned MIP formulations. 

c

a

o

H

w

olicy, implies that the obtained MDP formulations belong to the

lass of MDPs that, in principle, are solvable by effective and fairly

fficient algorithms ( Bertsekas, 2005; Puterman, 1994 ). The corre-

ponding characterizations, and a further adaptation of these gen-

ral MDP results to the considered RAS scheduling problem, can

e found in Choi and Reveliotis (2003) ; Reveliotis (2005) and Choi

nd Reveliotis (2005) . 

Things are complicated, however, by the explosive size of the

nderlying state space. In fact, this state space explosion implies

hat the sought scheduling policies are not only hard to compute,

ut they also have a very high (frequently prohibitive) representa-

ional complexity. 6 

.3. Controlling the complexity of the RAS scheduling problem 

Motivated by the above remarks, in a recently initiated research

rogram we have sought to confine the aforementioned scheduling

roblems in policy spaces that admit a more parsimonious rep-

esentation. The current results of this research program are pre-

ented in Li and Reveliotis (2015) and Li and Reveliotis (0 0 0 0) , and

n outline of the pursued approach is provided in Fig. 2 . 

Instrumental to this approach has been the expression of the

nderlying dynamics in the modeling framework of the General-

zed Stochastic Petri Nets (GSPNs) ( Ajmone Marsan, Balbo, & Conte,

986 ). The basic PN structure of this modeling framework enables

he effective representation of the qualitative RAS dynamics and

he corresponding logical control (e.g., deadlock avoidance) policy.

t the same time, the partitioning of the net transitions to “timed”

nd “untimed”, according to the standard GSPN semantics, enables

he explicit expression of the corresponding scheduling problem by

eans of the externally provided distributions that will regulate

he conflicts of the enabled untimed transitions at the various net

arkings. These distributions are known as “random switches” in

he GSPN terminology and, in the considered problem context, es-

entially define randomized stationary policies for the correspond-

ng MDP formulation. 

An optimal set of random switches can be computed, at least

n principle, through a non-linear programming (NLP) formulation

hat has as its primary variables the elements (i.e., the probabil-

ties) of these random switches, and as secondary variables the
omplexity and interest seems to depend on the particular non-stationarities that 

re present in the corresponding RAS. Also, the current application of these meth- 

ds in the sequential RAS classes that are considered in this paper, is very limited. 

ence, we confine the discussion of these methods at the very end of this section, 

here we provide a few pointers to some relevant results. 
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Fig. 2. A schematic outline of the RAS scheduling methodology that is presented 

in this article, based on the developments of Li and Reveliotis (2015) and Li and 

Reveliotis (0 0 0 0) . 
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tationary distributions of the corresponding policies. Furthermore,

his NLP formulation can be solved by stochastic approximation al-

orithms ( Kushner & Yin, 2003 ) and results drawn from the theory

f regenerative Markov reward processes ( Cao, 2007; Marbach &

sitsiklis, 2001 ); these results enable the estimation of the perfor-

ance objective of the formulation and its gradients through sim-

lation, and avoid the enumeration of the underlying state spaces. 

On the other hand, the association of a distinct random switch

o every GSPN marking with more than one enabled untimed tran-

ition leads to a very high representational cost for the defined

olicies that is similar to that experienced by the aforementioned

DP formulations. But the explicit representation of the system

tructure and dynamics by the underlying GSPN also enables the

edefinition of the employed random switches in a way that re-

uces the representational complexity of the resulting scheduling

olicies, and still renders these policies quite pertinent and practi-

al in the context of the considered operations. 

A particular such redefinition that is currently explored by the

onsidered research program seeks the replacement of the original

et of random switches by a “static” version of this set which as-

igns the same distribution to every GSPN marking that activates

he same set of untimed transitions. This restriction reduces sub-

tantially the decision variables that appear in the final NLP formu-

ation. At the same time, it can be easily seen that static random

witches can express the entire class of “static priority” policies

hat are frequently used in many practical settings, and therefore,

his set of policies is very relevant to the realities of the current

ndustrial practice (c.f., for instance, Kumar, 1994 ). 

Furthermore, both classes of scheduling policies, based either

n dynamic or on static random switches, can be further refined,

nd their member policies can be rendered more parsimonious,

y a pertinent assessment of the actual conflicts that might exist

mong the enabled untimed transitions at any given marking,

nd the elimination of any unnecessary effort to coordinate

on-conflicting transitions. The corresponding analysis can be

erformed on the subgraphs of the underlying state transition

iagram (STD) that characterize the net transition between two

angible markings, i.e., markings that enable only timed transitions

nd therefore not involving any further scheduling decisions.

hese subgraphs are rather “local” structures in the underlying

TD, and therefore, the aforementioned analysis for (non-)conflict

an be effectively integrated in the simulation logic that is used

or the solution of the corresponding NLP formulation. Practical

xperience has shown that such a refinement usually results in
ery extensive reductions of the decision variables employed by

he final NLP formulation ( Li & Reveliotis, 0 0 0 0 ). 

We should also notice that the aforementioned screening pro-

ess develops at the interface of the qualitative / behavioral and

he quantitative / performance-oriented dynamics of the underly-

ng RAS, and therefore, it relies substantially upon the ability of the

SPN modeling framework to provide an integrated representation

f these two types of dynamics of the considered RAS. 

An additional important remark is that static random switches

ssentially define an aggregation scheme on the underlying RAS

tate space ( Bertsekas, 2005 ). Hence, it is plausible to attempt the

nhancement of the performance of a scheduling policy that is op-

imal within the class of policies expressed by the static random

witches, through a “refinement” process that seeks the partial dis-

ggregation of the underlying state aggregates. Such a disaggre-

ation scheme can be driven by information that is conveyed in

he structure of the current policy, and it constitutes an effective

echanism for managing the underlying trade-off between the op-

rational efficiency of the obtained policies and their representa-

ional and operational complexity. 

Finally, another important feature of the scheduling method-

logy that is outlined in the above paragraphs, is the ability

f this methodology to integrate additional operational require-

ents by expressing them as “behavioral” requirements for the

nderlying RAS. More specifically, these requirements can be

mposed on the considered RAS by the applied logical control

olicy, and effectively encoded by the GSPN structure that models

he admissible RAS behavior. On the other hand, quite conve-

iently, such an approach leaves unaltered the computational

rocedures that will compute the final scheduling policies. As

 more concrete example of this capability we mention the

otential enforcement of throughput-ratio (or other similar)

onstraints regulating the relevant throughputs of the various

rocess types in any given RAS; these constraints essentially

onstitute “fairness” constraints ( Hu, Zhou, & Li, 2012; Murata,

989 ) for the corresponding processes and they can be encoded

y superimposing additional structure on the RAS modeling

SPN. 

.4. Some additional results pertaining to the RAS scheduling problem

Concluding this discussion on the performance control of the

onsidered RAS, we also want to notice a set of further develop-

ents that pertain to this problem, although not necessarily pre-

ented by means of the corresponding terminology. 

Such an example is provided by the ongoing endeavors to

evelop deadlock-free, cyclic / repetitive schedules for the clus-

er tools that are used in the contemporary semiconductor fabs.

hese cluster tools can be modeled as Linear-Single-Unit RAS with

eterministic processing times, and the aforementioned endeav-

rs to the scheduling of these environments essentially constitute

 specialization of the existing theory of max-plus algebra, that

as been developed for the PN class of timed (weighted) marked

raphs, to the particular structures that are encountered in the

luster tool configurations ( Qiao & Zhou, 2014 ). 

Additional examples of Petri net-based modeling of complex

esource allocation for scheduling purposes can be found in the

pplication domain of health-care delivery systems ( Augusto & Xie,

014 ). Finally, there have been some sporadic endeavors to address

ome RAS scheduling problems with deterministic processing

imes through integer programming and the generic search-based

ethods that are used in combinatorial optimization; some ex-

mples along these lines can be found in Ramaswamy and Joshi

1996) and Luo, Xing, Zhou, Li, and Wang (2015) . 
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5. Open challenges 

The previous sections have outlined the extensive progress that

has been made by the presented research program towards the de-

velopment of a systematic body of results able to support the effi-

cient and expedient resource allocation that is necessary in many

of the contemporary technological applications, including those

that were highlighted in the introductory part of this paper. Yet,

there are important remaining challenges that must be addressed

for the culmination of these results to a complete theory for the

corresponding RAS, and the effective migration of this theory to

the relevant industrial practice. We conclude this article by high-

lighting some of these challenges and the opportunities that they

define for the corresponding research communities. 

5.1. Strengthening the RAS performance analysis and control 

It is evident from the previous discussion that a major remain-

ing challenge for the emergent RAS theory highlighted in this

paper, is the strengthening and the extension of the corresponding

scheduling theory. This strengthening can be pursued at the

modeling and the algorithmic level, by seeking the definition, the

effective com putation and the deployment of richer classes of

parsimonious scheduling policies than the set of classes that was

outlined in Section 4 . 

But even more importantly, this set of scheduling problems re-

quires a more profound understanding of the corresponding no-

tions of “feasibility” and “optimality”, from a qualitative / analytical

standpoint. Characteristically, it is important to obtain a clearer un-

derstanding of the structure of the “value functions” for the MDPs

that model the considered scheduling problems, and the particular

factors that are most influential in the determination of the “value”

of any given RAS state. The availability of such a perspective can

subsequently guide the endeavors towards the development of per-

tinent and computationally efficient approximations of the opti-

mal scheduling policies in the context of the burgeoning theory

of the Approximate Dynamic Programming (ADP) ( Bertsekas, 2005;

Konda & Tsitsiklis, 2003; Powell, 2007 ). 

5.2. Coping with non-stationarity 

An additional line of research that can complement our cur-

rent understanding and capability w.r.t. the real-time RAS control

problem that is addressed in this paper is the accommodation of

non-stationary behavior, maybe along the lines that are outlined

in Footnote 6 . In spite of the high complexity and even the appar-

ent ill-posedness of the corresponding RAS control problem that

were discussed in Footnote 6 , this problem is of significant prac-

tical interest, since many of the targeted applications can exhibit

considerable non-stationarity in their underlying dynamics. 

5.3. Extending the RAS logical control theory 

On the RAS logical control side, we can consider the extension

of the existing results to RAS with even more complex structure

and behavior than those addressed by most of the current devel-

opments. The taxonomy of Section 2 offers a systematic base for

organizing this extension. 

Perhaps, an even more important extension of the current RAS

SC theory is in a direction that will enable it to address more

challenging operational environments, like those that offer only

partial observability of the underlying resource allocation func-

tion, or necessitate the distribution of the control function to

a number of coordinating controllers due to scaling, communi-

cation or other operational constraints. These developments can

be referred to results borrowed from the existing DES theory
 Cassandras & Lafortune, 2008; Ramadge & Wonham, 1989; Seatzu,

ilva, & van Schuppen, 2013 ), but it is also expected that the spe-

ial and rich structure of the RAS concept will enable customized

nalyses and solutions for this set of problems, as well. 

Finally, in a vein similar to the aforementioned extensions, one

an consider the problem of reactive or proactive accommodation

f resource capacity losses, in a way that minimizes the experi-

nced disruption and/or ensures a certain minimal functionality for

he degraded system; some limited work along these lines can be

ound in Reveliotis (1999) and Lawley and Sulistyono (2002) . 

.4. Coping with new behavioral requirements 

Another possible extension of the existing RAS theory is its en-

ichment in order to encompass additional operational constraints

eyond the fundamental problem of deadlock avoidance. Along

hese lines, we already saw the potential need to observe certain

fairness” requirements across the RAS process types. This notion

f “fairness” can be extended to more general “coordination” re-

uirements among the running processes. In all these cases, the

ew operational requirements must be formally expressed in the

mployed DES-modeling frameworks of FSA and PNs, and the re-

ulting formal models must be further analyzed for their properties

.r.t. blocking; the existing deadlock avoidance theory must be ex-

ended to this new class of systems, as well. A first set of results

long these lines can be found in Hu et al. (2012) . 

.5. Transferring the emerging theory to the industrial practice 

Finally, as the presented RAS theory grows and strengthens its

ethodology along the lines indicated in the previous paragraphs,

dditional endeavor must be expended towards the development

f the human capital and of the technological and computational

ase that will enable the constructive migration of this theory to

he future engineering practice. This endeavor certainly involves

he eventual undertaking of some “pilot” large-scale applications

hat will highlight the technical strength of the theory and the

ompetitive advantage that can be supported by it. 

But even more importantly, the aforementioned endeavors must

lso seek the effective integration of the existing and the emerging

esults into the relevant engineering curricula, and the organiza-

ion of these results in a series of computational platforms that

ill enable their robust and expedient utilization by the field en-

ineers. In fact, this last activity can be part of a broader initiative

oncerning the further promotion of DES theory and of the emerg-

ng formal methods in the engineering curriculum and practice. It

s expected that, collectively, all these endeavors will define a spec-

rum of fundamental developments and trends with profound and

ransformative repercussions for the related fields of control and

utomation engineering. 
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